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Do you remember me?
Though I am nameless to you
and have no statue or square in my honor,
you will look down and I will be there,
Under your feet,
close to the earth where I lived and died.
I could not rise where you might look up to me
on a plinth or plate;
too many burdens pinned me down.
Narrow sunless streets and overcrowded closes hemmed me in;
I breathed dumped and fetid air from running walls
And cholera, typhoid, tuberculosis, asthma laid me low.
Polio, rickets and poor food shortened my stature and my days,
and heroin and AIDS cut me down.
Remember me, do you?
(Kathy Galloway, Remember me)

Do you remember a poor person? Do you know her by name? Do you remember having a conversation with
her recently? Does poverty have a face for you? Does it have a location? Many of us might not be able to
identify poverty in Geneva because it is not too evident and, if compared to some of our countries, it might
seem trivial. But it does exist, even amongst us in this community.

One of the United Nation's Millennium Development Goals is the eradication of extreme poverty by the year
2015. World leaders have promised to do this. We are in 2009; do you see any possibility that this goal will be
achieved?

Poverty is not acceptable in a world full of resources.
The prophet Amos announced this eight centuries before Christ with strong words: 'Because you trample on
the poor and take from them levies of grain, you have built houses but you shall not live in them; you have
planted vineyards but you shall not drink their wine,' punishment for those who exploited others and
perpetuated poverty. Amos was a farmer. He knew first hand about the effect of the 'levies of grain'; his
agenda consisted in re-establishing fair trade relations between farmers and traders. If those who are exploited
don't establish the agenda, or at least don't have the power to negotiate it, no real justice can be done.

Jesus was more radical then Amos. He didn't say the rich would loose their properties; he said they would not
enter the kingdom of God. The metaphor of the camel going through the eye of a needle meant, it is
impossible. For Jesus, economic justice has a direct connection to the kingdom of God. The way we live has
consequences for this world and the world to come. The way we practice or ignore justice in all levels of life,
including economics, says whether we participate in God's expression of love or not. For Jesus, the Kingdom
of God is demonstrated through concrete acts of justice, not through a faÃ§ade of piety.

Jesus words are absolutely radical. I use the word radical because it has to do with roots. Jesus wants to
address the roots of wealth as well as of poverty. He speaks of remodeling social and economic structures, the
re-distribution of wealth. He challenges the rich man to a complete state of dispossession. Would this 'state of
dispossession' be a model Jesus wants to instigate? Somebody asked me once whether it would not be better
to strive to build a world where all can be rich instead of 'dispossessing' the rich making them poor. First, I
believe Jesus speaks about 'dispossession' to guarantee some equality ensuring that all live with dignity.
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Second, Jesus clearly warns us that wealth doesn't mean a better quality of life. What is the impact of wealth
on the planet? What would it mean for all women to wear diamond necklaces or all men to have a yacht? Will
children really be better off with a new laptop every year? Imagine the pollution if everybody had three or
four cars. Wealth for all is unsustainable. Therefore Jesus goes the other direction. Equality can only be
achieved with 'dispossession'.

Is it possible? The young rich man walked away from Jesus. Most of us here are not really rich. Having a
house or some financial stability doesn't mean we are rich. But, does the fact that we are not really rich free us
from Jesus demand? Does that let us off the hook? It doesn't. Whenever we feel it is Ok for us to have enough
while others are starving, Jesus words are directed at us as well. Whenever we find ways of justifying wealth
and poverty, Jesus speaks right at us.

Jesus could not convince the man. Throughout history, he could not convince many of those in his own
church. Commentators and theologians have worked to preserve the status quo and to alleviate the
consciences of those who have much, including the church itself. The famous Medieval affirmation that 'the
eye of a needle' was a small door in old Jerusalem through which the camels could only cross on their knees is
a witness of how hard the church tried to escape the criticism of class present in the story of the rich man.
Jesus was not able to convince them. Is he able to convince us? Is there an even greater grace that might
persuade us and the rich of our time? In our world is it even possible for us to think about dispossessing
instead of possessing? What grace do we need so we might be converted and convert others?

The disciples asked the question another way, Who then can be saved? Jesus replied: 'For mortals it is
impossible, but not for God; for God all things are possible'.

Salvation is not our business; it is God's. But transforming our societies and our lives is part of the business
God calls us to manage. Perhaps we are not able to convince wealthy persons or governments to undergo
processes of 'dispossession', but we might contribute to the process of 'empowering' people who are
powerless. Perhaps a woman in Latin America, Africa, Asia, even in Europe gets the chance to become a
capable professional due to the work of somebody like Aruna. Aruna and Jonathan Gnanadason have
committed their lives to work for women's and human rights in different levels and perspectives. They are
members of our community for 18 years and today is their last Sunday with us. Thanks to the work of Aruna
in the World Council of Churches many women around the world could 'dare' to become theologians, pastors.
I am one of them.

Eradicating poverty from the world is not only about re-distributing wealth or 'dispossessing' the rich, but
empowering the 'dispossessed'. And that can be done through world wide structures like the World Council of
Churches, United Nations, governments, but it can also be done right here, right now, perhaps with the person
sitting next to you.

You remember me?
Remember the miracles I worked on low pay, or no pay,
on strike pay or benefit.
Remember the washing I did,
Walls, stairs, clothes, weans;
Remember the lullabies I sung when they couldn't sleep,
And the nights I sat up with a sick neighbor.
Remember the wakes when they died.
Remember the allotments I dug
And the Jerseys I knitted
And the houses I painted;
Remember the matches, the beautiful game.
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Remember the singing, remember the dances;
Remember the patter, and the drinking, and the laughter,
Remember the courting and the weddings and the babies.
Remember the young ones who made it to college,
And the others who didn't, remember them too.

Remember the unions and the co-ops and the tenants' groups,
Remember the marches to the Green and the Square.
Remember the suffragettes and the rent strikes, and the poll tax â��
Remember we tried and we fought and we cared.
Remember I kept on going every morning,
Remember my prayers and remember my tears.
Remembered that I lived and my life had a value,
Remembered that I loved and hungered for more:
For the chance to reach out and look up and see further,
For a life free of want and exhaustion and fear;
For the right to be treated with justice and dignity,
For the right to be human,
For the right to a name.
It's not much to ask, but it is harder to come by,
And it's hardest of all to be seen when you're poor.
So when you walk by, just stop for a moment
And see me, and wonder, and maybe ask 'why?'
And you remember me.
(Kathy Galloway, Remember me)
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